We love the relaxed
and cool blue tones
used throughout
the kitchen.

ISLAND STYLE
“From the effective use of space to the innovative
island bench, this kitchen design is simple and
elegant. The client’s brief was to transform what
was once a typical closed kitchen into an open,
inviting space, where at least two people could
dine comfortably. Further client considerations
included fully ducted air conditioning, integrated
lighting solutions and a splash of colour. This brief
has been produced with flair and smart design
elements. The project is open plan, comfortably
allowing for cooking, dining and entertaining.
A sliding door to the outdoor area has been
included, maintaining a relationship between the
indoor and outdoor spaces. The layout of the
kitchen also creates plenty of space for multiple
people cooking and washing, with the cooktop
isolated from the sink. With the use of gloss,
touch-to-open cabinetry, the overall design is
seamless and clean. An oceanic blue motif runs
throughout the room and completes the look.”
Design by: Kim Duffin Design for
Sublime Architectural Interiors
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SHOP THE LOOK
®® Cabinet doors and panels

Two-pack gloss to match
Polytec Classic White,
two-pack gloss to match
Laminex Metaline Lagoon
Metallic, 16mm MRMDF in
Polytec Black Finegrain
®® Kickboards Adjustable
foot system finished
with laminate in brushed
aluminium
®® Capping MRMDF Polytec
Black Finegrain
®® Pantry doors Häfele Silent
Aluflex 80 sliding door
system, glass inserts with
Sparkle Crystal vinyl
®® Internal hardware Blum
white TANDEMBOX intivo
soft-close drawer system
with metal extension sides
to deep drawers, Blum
AVENTOS HK lift systems,
Blum ORGA-LINE cutlery

insert, Blum ORGA-LINE
utensil insert, Häfele
One2Five 17L bins
®® Handles Häfele
aluminium L and C
channel, touch open
®® Benchtop Caesarstone
in Snow with 40mm
pencil round edge,
Caesarstone in Calacatta
Nuvo 20mm mitred
®® Splashback Toughened
glass with polished edges
painted to match Polytec
Classic White
®® Oven V-ZUG Combair,
V-ZUG Combi-Steam
®® Cooktop Bora glass
ceramic induction with
two cooking zones
®® Rangehood Bora cooktop
extraction system
®® Refrigerator Sharp French
door in black stainless steel
®® Dishwasher V-ZUG fully

integrated
Abey double bowl
undermount
®® Taps Abey mixer with
pull-out spray, Zip
HydroTap filtered, boiling
and ambient Miniboil
®® Lighting Downlight and
movement sensor to top
of pantry; RGB strip to
underside of table; Cool
White LED downlights to
overhead cabinets, pantry
and shelf above ovens
®® Sink

Want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
kimduffindesign.com.au
sublimegroup.com.au
6/45 Jijaws Street,
Sumner Park Qld
(07) 3715 6009

EXPERT TIP
Create interesting
levels in a kitchen
by utilising island
benches and
seating areas.
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